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Lessons Learnt from Structural
Reliability Research and Applications
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Stanley G. Stiansen and Anil K. Thayamballi,
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Abw&t
first
The
significant
applications
of
reliability theory to aspects of structural dcsi&!n
Since then,
appeared about two decades ago.
interest in such methods has continually WOW., and
we are now at a stage where several existing design
codes are being rewritten on reliability precepts ind
new ones me anticipated.
This paper briefly notes
the motivation and reasons for such effort, with
The
wrticul.r
.mphasis
on marine structures.
pote”dal
benefits of such methods to both the
designer and tbe decisirm nmker are noted, Bm.d
lessons a“d issws of interest evident from reliability
research and .pplkrdions
are outlined.
The paper
concludes with discmsio”
of a recent effort i“
developing
probability
based design assesmm”t
criteria for tension leg platforms
Introduction
Conventional
structwal
design assessment
methods have evolved through m interplay of
knowledge and experience, a n teworthy .xample
being shtp .Iamif ication ..1.s [1] ?
Regmdless of .
perceptim otherwise, swh traditional deterministic
criteria have always considered loads and strength
to be variable, i.e. random, i“ wme sense.
The
methods aim to determim a lower bound strength
and . . .pper found load, a“d provide .n a.dqw,te
b“t wually “nqwmtified
separation betwem
the
two. The separation becomes mxes$.ry because the
,,bo.”ds” in fact contain mmertainty, whether due t.
workmanship or for reaxms of economy.
In time,
and with experience,
these deterministic
design
criteria are co.ti”wlly
refined as knowledge related
to loads and strength
progresses,
as nmrerial
properties and rnan.factwi.g
procedures improve,
and as tbe pro fessio”,s co” fiden.e in its technology
grow.
As a result, stmcmres wmtirme m become
more efficient.
Tbe section rnod”li required of
ships, for exanmle, has in some cases seen a 15 to
20% decrease Ok?, the last two decades,
What is lwki”g i“ traditional design, the” is
rmt th.t it does not recognize umertai”ties.
It is
also “ot that the methods are .ot rational, for
mti. ”ality merely implies judgments appropriate to
the circmnstances.
Neither is it that wch methods
are inherently “nrespomive
to chm~ing sitw.tiom,
The de~rees of that recognition rmd flexibility do
vary, however.
This was primarily beta.x
the
me[hods do not evolve tbm.gh I basic mnside ratio”
Of the .ncertaindes,
b“t rather, through experience,
‘N”mbc?rs i“ brackets designate references at end of
U:IPS..

Also, partic”lady
when global safety factors are
employed
and a detailed accounting
of various
“ncerr.imies
is not the norm, the methods are less
particular to the pmb~em at hand. As a cormlary,
it may be said that the resulting design is one that
is not “ecess.rily
the most efficient possible.
It is,
however,
one
that
is
adewate
under
tbe
circmnstames, and certainly, one that works,
Reliability

Melbods

and Strwtwd

Design

Reliability bschniq”es provide a framework
for decisim making i“ light of .ncertai”ties.
They
provide a consistent means for verifying whether a
This
structure is acceptable
in some seine.
acceptability ultimately depends cm a Probability of
fs.il”re which is affected and determimd
by the
entire possible spectmm of loads and strmgth.
As
m ideal case, a reliability method would treat the
Problem of optimal design of a structural system
under uncectamty .md risk, comidtrir.g
not cmly
str”cmral parameters, b“t also hmman factors md
costs, botb tangible and intangible.
The possibility
Of failure over the e.mnomic
lifetime
of the
Stmctwe wtwld be considered, and all modes of
failure as well as their interactions
would be
treated.
1“ c“rre”t
practice, however, reliability
methods treat a specific number of failure modes,
e.g.. plastifiwtion,
buckling, corrosion a“d fatigue,
Also,
and
often
in
isolation.
structural
co”sideratims
alone “sally
exist i“ such analyses
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logical manner, while at the same time wovidi.8
comidcrable
insight
because
of
the detailed
accounting of all as~ects of the design assessment
pmced”res, and thus as an ideal support mechanism
for rule development.
Thus it was in 1969, about
the same time that Cornell stated the MVFOSM
safety index, and at a time the very notion of a
,,pmbability of failure,>, however notional it was
qualified to be, was . . anathema to many i“ the
pm fmsion,
that ABS
first
sponsored
marine
str”ct.ral
reliability research at the Massachusetts
I“stit”te
of Technology
““der
tbe <“idance of
Professor Mamour.

Structures fail for many reasons.
The
statistics of the Figure 1, [2], which relate to over
2000 vessel casualties (not all of which were
necessarily losses) from the Liverpool Underwriters
Cm”alty returns for the years 1969 through 1975,
show 7% of them to be attributable to str”ct.ral
cause,.
Other data, e.g. [3], show . somewhat
higher rate, a“d any data such as this may be
interpreted i. many ways. Nevertheless, it is fairly
Clear that instances related to human a“d other
unanticipated
causes are perhaps an order of
magnitude greater than those from anticipated
causes.
Simibi. conclusions
can also be stated
regarding casualties in various offshore structures,
and in fact, just about any well engineered marine
This
indicates
the
structural
system
today.
somewhat limited scope of the type of reliability
assessments now practiced,
Hkb)rv o f Structural Relhbilhy

The MIT project developed a“ analytical
framework for the reliability of ship str.ct”res,
in
particular considering hull girder strength [ 14-1 S].
From this work, Figure 2 shows the MVFOSM
safety index for 18 vessels, 12 of which were
tankers, Tankers were a type of structure which at
that time was showing significant increases in size,
necessitating
levels
of
direct
calculation
and
extrapolation of service experience not usual before.
As evident from the figure, the study demonstrated
that there was scope for more uniformity in safety
margins for various vessel types and sizes.
Tbe
work m.tinned M MIT a“d later at the University
of California at Berkeley, and delved into various
questions of ““certainty
i“ loads and strength of
marine str”ct”res,
a“d evertt”ally on possible code
formats, see [16- 18]. There had in the meantime
been related projects incl”di”g
structural model
tests, full-scale instr”mentatio”
programs, and other
studies
that ABS has either
participated
in,
sponsored
or conducted.
Many of these had
reliability
components,
and all certainly
were
designed to e“han.e the pm fessionk understanding
of various aspects of the design process.

Anvlicatkns

Tmci”g
the history of a“y area of human
endeavor is fraught with difficulties,
particularly if
that effort
takes place at a time when global
communication is not what it is now, and barriers
of language were more prevalent.
In any event,
in
the
tm.tment
of
d.sign
early
pioneers
.“certainties
have included Mayer, [4], who as early
as 1926 considered the safety of structures using
rnea”s a.d variances, and Weib”ll [5], who in 1939
presented a statistical theory of the strength of
brittle solids,
According to [6], the relationship of
the traditional safety factor to variabilities in loads
and strength was also stated in the late 1920s in a
series of papers by Khotsialov and Streletskii.
In
this country, early applications of reliability theory
involved electronics and aerospace hardware, and
interest in str”ct”ral
reliability applications began
with
.
paper
by
Fre.de.thal
of
Columbia
University in 1947, [4], to “analyze the safety factor
i“ engineering structures, in order to establish a
rational method for evaluating its mag”it”de<$.
[.
1966, there appeared th. monograph by Sir Alfred
P“gsley i“ the U. K., [8], a“d a second noteworthy
paper from the Columbia

In addition m Professor Manso”r, another
enthusiastic
proponent
of
the application
of
reliability
methods
to
marine
structures,
in
Particular
semi-probabilistic
or less th.a” full
distributional
twhniq”es,
has
been
Professor
Fa.lk”er,
who first collaborated with Mmso”r
in
1973 at MIT,
[19],
and later i“depe”de”tly
conti””ed
his work at the University of Glasgow,
[20-21].

team [9].

These early works were instrumental to the
renewed interest in str.ct”ral
reliability research in
1970s,
Among
the
early
the
promising
developments, Cornell in 1969, [10], suggested the
“se of a mea” value first order second moment
method (MVFOSM) based safety index, which could
be used to obtain load and resistance safety factors
in co”ventio”al
form.
It was s“bseq”ently
recognized
that the MVFOSM
index was not
invariant to mechanically
different
forms of the
limit state f“ncticm.
This limitation was overcome
when i“ 1973, Hm.fer
and Lind [11] prese” fed
their generalized safety index @ which was “OW
defined as the minimum distance from the origin to
the limit surface i“ the space of reduced “onnal
coordinates.
The research and applications interest
then quickened, see [12], and there have since then
bee” several improvements in both the comp”tatio.
scheme a“d the treatment of no”-ncmnal variables,
with the result that very efficient
and ac. ”rate
second moment reliability methods, e.g. [13], are
now available a“d widely used.
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In tbe rnarim stmcturd
field, American
Bureau of Shipping as a major classificati’m society
m:ognized
c.rly
tbe
potential
for
str”ct”ml
reli.bilio
methcds,
To ABS, such methods seemed
an idea! way m manage ““certainties
i“ . basic a“d
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Safety [“de. for the Hull Girder Strcogth
of 18 Vessels, from an early study by
Manwmr.

—.

Oce..-gog.g
its
lifetime.
sub iect
to
in
me;chantships, for example, are nominally designed
to extrapolated
20 year wave bending moments
resulting from
a “standard”
wave en.iw.ment
tYPi.allY based on North Atlantic data. The extent
of human control on vessel operation is not taken
into account to anY large extent. Figure 3, from a
recent study of various
full-scale
deck stress
measurements
[26], illustrates that for various
reasons, the wave bending moments used in ship
hull girder design assessment may not always be
met in service.
I“ such cases, the loads used in
design of course serve the aim of consistent
comparative assessments of structural performance.

After an initial emphasis on ship structures,
reliability research X ABS later expanded to cover
the offshore field as well. Recent research has thus
also aimed at questions of i“spsctio.
and condkion
maintenance of ocean structures, in particular fixed
Companion
papers being
offshore
platforms.
presented at this symposium outline related work
led by Professor Shinoz.ka of Columbia University,
[22,23]. Another paper, [24], is based on work led
by Professor Wirsching of the University of Arizona
on treating fatigue reliability aspects of marine
structures, with emphmis on Tension Leg Platforms.
While ABS reliability research of early days
successfully tackled basic questions, the more recent
efforts have concentrated on the translation of such
experience to workable design assessment schemes.
A case in point is a recent Probability Based Model
Code for Tension Leg Platforms, [25], result of a
joint industry effort led by Cmmco and ABS, a“d
discussed s“bwq”ently.

m

Co”cum”tly,
rewarcb
other
marine
organizations and regulatory bodies in the states had
recognized the potential benefits of implementation
of a reliability-based
design standard and had
devoted efforts toward establishing necessary frame
w.rks
and
practical
procedures,
as weIl as
i“wrovi.g
conun”nication
between researchers and
Among
many
of
those
engineers/d. signers.
organizations, the Ship Str”ct”re
Committee,
the
U.S. Coast Guard and the Minerals Managerm”t
Service have made significant
contributions
with
respect to commercial application i“ recent years
[30,31 ,69,84,85].
The successful implementation of
a new design standard depends not only o. the
soundness of its scientific basis and logic process
“PO. which tbe standard is developed, b“t also o“
the familiarity a“d confidence of the engineers i“

I
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A
Deck
Comparison
of
Stress
Measurements in Ships, with Wave Load
Criteria Nominally “wd in their Design
A,semnmt.

aPPIYi.g it. lt is or .ital importance to bridge the
gaps between various sectors of the industry during
the course of development.
Uncertainty

l“-

With the long term wave e“vimnnm”t
known, the sit”.tirm is somewhat better, ever since
St.Denis and Pierre” [27], s.ccew fully demonstrated
the
Ii”ear
fre~”ency
domain
applicability
procedures.
Still, the load effects and str”ct”ral
response
are
computed
through
idealized
engineering models.
Various msumptio”s
need to
be made in these calculations,
including in the
spectral representation of the seas, and in the q“uist.tic or dynamic analyses that follow. C.”sidec the
case of semi-wbmersibles,
another class of mobile
structure where the lifetime wave environment may
not be ~recisely know” at design. Here, experience
has generally shown that the effect of uncertainties,
whether i“ the wave environment, the Calc.1.tia” of
lifetime
extreme
loads,
wave
the
spectral
representation or the “se of idealized models of
‘wave
spreading,
considerably
more
aPpear
This is primmily
h.cauw
of the
exaggerated.
period sensitive nature of such Wr”ct.res.
For the
same set of ass.nmtions,
Figure 4, obtained from
[2g], ill”str.tes the net effect in the case of fatigue
lives for a recent twin hull Wmi.submersibk
for
continuous operation at different sites in the same
general area of tbe North Sea. As noted in [37], it
can be said that the effect
of load related
uncertainties
on
design
estimates
occasionally
surprises even some experienced practitioners.

Design

It m“ be safely said that perfect knowledge
If it did, decisions would be
does not exist,
obvious, elemen~
of j“dgme”ts
eliminated,
a“d
many pm fessio”s
m“gi”g
from eco”omicists
m
soothsayers would not exist as we know them today.
Uncertainty,
then, is an inhersnt part of any
decision
problem,
i“cludi”g
that of
str”ctucd
design.
1. this context, reliability methods appear
~articularly
well
suited
to marine
Xr”ctures,
PrimarilY because manY of the phenomena involved
are random in nature and imperfectly known, a“d
because for reasons of location, economics
and
logistics, the Wr”ctures need to be relatively more
efficient
than, say, land-based
buildings.
One
benefit of the increasing interest in reliability
methods is that there has in the past few years been
i“teresti”g
studies
of
several
the
various
uncertainties in marine str”ct”ral design.
One
Class of
.ncwtai”ties
in
marine
structural design arise from imperfect knowledge
related to structural loads, a“d i“%cc.racies
i“ the
design procedures that translate know” loads into
load effects.
A lesson that reliability applications
have made more obvious time and again is that
there is . sig”ifica”t
mnount of conservatism i“
some aspects of this analysis process. Co”side. also
the fact that, m start with, one does “or often know
the exact wave envimmne”t
the str”ct.re
will be

EQ.allY
important
uncertainties
exist in
strength as well.
A considerable amount of early
msearcb
at
ABS,
far
example,
wm
spent
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Effects
of the Wave Environment
on
Fatigue Lives, in the ..s.
of a Semis.bmersible for North Sea Operation.
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Tre.ds of Scatter i“ S-N Data for Weld
Fabricated Structural Details.

The above are but a few illustrations of
design process
related uncertainties
in marine
Wr”ct”ms.
Regarding such “.cert.i”ties,
we can
say that many of them are quantifiable to varying
degrees with the requisite effort.
Some of this
effort has already taken place.
1“ addition to the
references previously cited, examples include Ang,
[29], and Kaplan, [30], in the case ship bull
performance, and Munse, [3 1] and Wirsching [32],
on fatigue effects
in ships and fixed offshore
structures, respectively.

in a painstaking
collection
of data related m
variability in the strength aspects, such as material
yield strength, modulus of elasticity and plate
thicknesses, see for instance [17,1 8]. Uncertainties
in fatigue strength are another example.
Figure 5,
from [28], illustrates one such uncertainty zspect in
tbe case of welded structural details. 1. the figure,
the dope parameter m for Stress-Life (S-N) curves
is shown to vary signifi.a”tly
b.tween two existing
collections.
Here, while one collection of S-N data
show slope parameters close to but less than 4, the
other
indicates
sloPe
P.r.m.ters
si’3.ifica.tlY
greater, altbougb botb sets of data are meant to be
applied to the same general class of welded
fabricated structural details.
Of course this does
not tm”slate to a similar disparity in fatigue lives,
since the slope and intercept constants are strongly
However,
it does mean that the
correlated.
~
of fatigue life estimates to errors such as
those in stress concentration factor detenni”ation,
for example, will be different for tbe two sets of
data. And it is a fact that tbe estimation of stress
concentration
factors is an area of considerable
uncertainty, particularly when parametric equations
are used, as they often are in structures such as
fixed offshore platforms.

I-

The use of a reliability
framework
in
structural design does not need m await tbe
elaborate and exact quantification
of the various
To
recognize
and
treat a!!
uncertainties.
uncertainties
may not even be possible,
and
occ=ionally,
hazards unrecognized
at the design
stage cm appear later in life.
Some of these
uncertainties
appear more important than they
should be, in part because practitioners have in the
past been reluctant
to consider
redesign and
mmwssm.?”t schemes in numerical terms. In fact,
reliability
methods
are also
ideal
for
such
applications.

A Poi.t to b. noted is that w
safetY
measure, whether detenni”istic
or probabilistic, is a
function of procedural details,
Thar is to say, if
two str”ct.res need to be designed m the same level
of performance,
comparisons are mea”i”gf.1
and
consistent only if the same procedural details are
used. For marine structures, there exists the need
to select, identify and validate design procedures
a“d obtain and catalog relevant data necessary to
make possible the consistent assessment of structural
reliability.
This is .“do.btedly
a difficult and
perhaps co.tmversial
task, and likely to be a long
one.

‘ !4 .:.<,;.>:.A.-$.l

Whv a Reliability

Figure 5.
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Design Framework?

Given the apparent success of deterministic
methods i“ marine structural design, an obvious
question to ask is why one sbo”ld opt for . new
and different way of thinking.
Tbe answer to this
is manifold.
To some, there is of m“.se the fact
that the “ew approach is philosophically
more
aPPeali. % There is also the argument that some
kypes of structural fs.il”re are not obvious, one such
,,fail.w$, being the inefficient
“se of material or
.Ther resources, [33]. The most immediate technical

Trends of Fatigue Strength in S-N Dm.
for Weld Fabricated Str”ctuml Details
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p-

basis
for
Level-]
and
form
the
common,
deterministic
safety checks “sing
p.rtial
safety
factors .s previously referred to. L.v.I-111 methods
have fo.”d
limited “se because of the necessity for
a“d
probability
description
a
m“ltivwiate
whether
exactly,
integration,
s“bsea.e.t
numerically, or through Monte Carlo tech”iq. es.
Reliability applications at the America” B“rea” of
Shipping (ABS) have ge”w’ally used the Levd-11
fast probability
integration
technique,
e.g. [39],
leading to a Hasofer-Lind
Safety I“de..
This is
because of the following attractive characteristics of
the Level-11 nmthod.

argument that one can profess for the use reliability
theory in structural design is, however, that it has
the potential for enhancing the quality of the
system being engineered. This can occur because of
the detailed accounting of uncertainties the method
requires.
It can also .w”r
because safety margins
within a class of Sr”ct”res
can “OW be made more
consistent. As studies on offshore structures [34-37]
these attributes
have the
ww..r
to indicate,
potential for more efficient use of resoumm. one
obvious result being reduced steel weight in some
cases.
Reliability based detenni”istic
design would
usually involve split safety factors being applied m
various components of load .“d strength.
These
split or partial safety factors would depend cm the
relative .“certainty
i“ the variable m which they
are applied.
In such a spiit safety factor format,
since one places safety where it should he, the
rewlti”g wr“ct .re can be more eff icie” t, and more
particular to the needs at hand. In addition, it is
much easier in such formats m account for effects
such as workm.”$hip
and the conseQ.e”.es
of
fnil.re of a member or s“b-sywem,
if one wished
to do so. The quality of engineering ..alysw
ca”
also be readily accounted for in such formats, For
.x. mple, it nwy be required th~t with a less ref irmd
stress .“alysis,
the load effect safety factor ww”ld
be higher.
On another level, as previously noted,
reliability methods are better suited for str”ct”ral
reasessme”ts
and life extemio”
W“dies.
They

(a)

A relatively good acc”r.cy

(b)

needed
is
Statistical
in forrnatio”
limited
to
rnea”s,
generally
coefficients of variation and forms of
the probability distribution, and

(.)

The ready determination of L.vel-1
partial
safety
factors
as well m
sensitivity information.

Table 1. Levels of Reliability

Description

Level

pr.~ide a rationalbasisfor incorporating the effects
of factors such as i“spectio” a“d service experience,
give.,
of course. that one accepts the tenets of
Bayesian statistics!

Application

I

Uses Deterministic
Safety Factors
Obtained from a Level 11 a;alysis.
A
check
is
safety
conventional
employed,

1[

First and Second Order (FORM and
fast probability
integration
techniques
to
cal. ”kite
notional
safety measures given basic variables
.ncertai.t y
and
corresponding
information.

SORM)

It is evident, however, that a reliability
approach to design is inherently more involved, a“d
req”,res an wno”nt of retrai”i”g on the part of the
engineer.
Also, to some who have thus far bee”
able
to
design
structures
using
conventional
determinism quite succes$f”lly,
it may appear that
reliability technology
is somewhat “fuzzy,,, with
judgments playing a major role, and ‘“probabilities
and related
safety
indices
being
of
failure”
employed i“ cases where the actual dam is scam.,
as is the case at the tails of the load a“d strength
variates.
A“Other important ream” for the slow
move toward reliability
based codes in marine
$tr.ct”res
is that in some cases, existing design
assessment procedures, e.g. ship classification rules,
have tended over time to consider certain failure
modes s“.h w fatigue i“ an implicit rather than m
.Xplicit manner.
While such approach certainly
results in procedural Simp]ificatio”,
it also makes
existing i“temelatiomhips
between fai]”re modes
less obvious.
In any event, there is “OW the added
effort of having to rmwite codes m as to treat
different
failure modes specifically.
There are
answers to .11 these concerns.
Apart from focused
research, these answers include more effective
comm”.icatio”
and re-educ.tio..
Classification

of Reliability

Exact i“tegratio”
over the load and
stre”gtb
domains
m
obrai”
the
notional safety measure,
Requires
m“ltivariate probability distrib”tiom.

m

An Zddhicme,l v.1.zble f’eature is the Ibility
to .s.
most existing Level-U
pmced”res
i“ a
,<black-bo.m type manner, with what may he called
a ,Smndomizatio”” of deterministic models.
That
the various
reliability
i“tegmtio”
aPDrOaCh.S will inevitably give somewhat different
rm”lts is m obvious .o.cl”sio”.
Table 2, from [18],
illustrates this for the very simple c=.
of the
nominal fk$t yield Iknit state f m a ship hull gird m,
with the limit state eq”cdion give” by
M~,

Mw=SM.y

wbece M, a“d Mw me the still water and Wave
bending mmne”ts, SM is the elastic section nmd”l”s
Table 2
at ‘eck’
and ‘Y. !s ‘he Yie’d ‘tre”gth:
presents p.obabdmes
of fadure resulting from a
MVFOSM anilysis, ?.s well m those corre$pond,”g
to a H.sofe.-Lind
index.
Also, because of the
simplicity of tbe limit state expression, a“ exact
integration was possible for the “otio.al
probability
of fail”m.
Tbe results indicate
that in this
Particular case, the “exact”
method was more
conservative than the other two methods, a“d that

Amwoacbe$

There is “OW somewhat of a m.se”s”s
that
the most immediate use of str”cturd
reliability
techniques
today is i“
the developnm”t
work
le.ding to dmig” codes. 1“ this context, reliability
appr.ach.s
can for convenience he thought of M
three levels, as noted i“ Table 1, Details of the
wm+.s
~v
be ,found in [38,12].
LeveI.11 fa$c
Prob. bdity mtegr.tlo.
methods m. “w
tb. mOSt

5

Table 2.

Probability
Ships

of

Failure

for

of reli.hility models used in obtaining the partial
safety factors for any given code format would
have been judged against the results of a more
sophisticated reliability analysis.

1S Sample

Nmi.na)
Pr.b.bmty
.(F.it.re
P,
MvFOSM
H.’.,,LMLM
E“.,,

s,,,

1.528E-7
6.OE.1O
1.5E-10
1.301E-6
1.699E-7
7.205E-7
8,t8E.8
5.58E-7
9.965E-8
5.305E.7
7,605E-8
7.21E-8
1.795E.8
3.398E.6
3.732E-6
2.90E-1
1.DE-10
1,075E-8

1
2
3
*
:
7
8
1:
;;
13
11
15
16
17
18

1.611E-7
1.2E-9
5.5E-10
1.581E-6
1.699E-7
6.825E.8
8.C13E.8
7.178E.7
1.303E-7
7.178E.7
2.851E.7
9,4SE.8
2.82E.8
6.212E.6
3.732E-6
5.770E-4
4.OE-10
2.OIE-8

The determination of partial safety f8.tors
depends on a target value of the safety index ,6,
which i“ turn is related to a notional failure
probability Pf through the expression

3.5,1E.7
9.356E.9
8,398E.9
3.767E.6
3.372E.7
1.233E.7
1.465F.,
1.78,E.6
3.868E.7
2.IOOE.6
1.5B6E.6
1.688E.7
i.197E.7
I,968E.5
7.OIIE.6
1.099E.3
7,,38E.9
L130E.7

Pf = @ (-b’)
A“ elaboration may be fotmd in [38]. With
the present state of knowledge of uncertainties in
loads and strength, it is in general not possible to
obtain
“real”
failure
probabilities
with
any
confidence.
Thus the safety index is typically used
as a calibration
device
against successful
past
experience relevant to the present situation.
This
practice of pegging the new code format details to
past experience also satisfies a need for continuity,
which ..”
be overriding when existing codes are
being rewritten on probability precepts.
Figure 6,
obtained from [40,4 1] shows typical notional safety
indices representing v.rio”s
types of marine and
land based structural experience.
As noted in the
APPendix,
the Conoco/ABS
Model Code effort
related to Tension Leg Platforms tentatively used a
target safety index of 3.72, corresponding
to a
“otio”al probability of failure of 1 in 10,000.
In
the offshore field, values about 3 as a target safety
index are more common,
see for example [35]
related to the Load and Resistance Factor (LRFD)
translation of the API RP2A,
[42], for’ Fixed
Offshore Structures.

the mean value method deviates more from the
exact result than the Hasofer-Lind
results.
Note,
however, that these indications are not necessarily
general. They depend, for example, on whether the
limit state function is linear, and o“ details of
treatment of non-normal variables.
In considering
their accuracy, one must also not loose sight of the
fact that the calibration
exercise usual to code
development is also not by any means exact.
Reliability

Methods and Code Develomnt”t

In structural codes, Level-1 safety checks me
made for various limit states, broadly classed as
The
serviceability
and ultimate
limit states.
limit
consider
states
serviceability
tyPi.ally
structural behavior that do not affect load carrying
Examples include local deformations,
capacity.
machinery and hull vibrations, etc. Ultimate limit
states relate to the load crurying capacity of the
stmc t.re, and treat P1.mtification,
buckling, some
fatigue effects, and fracture.
The safety check
made implies that
g(zi)

>0

,

,0

,>,

m.

i=l,..n

where Zi are the n design variables defining loads
The variables used i“ the safety
and strength.
check equation are characteristic values (e.g. Rule
minimum
values)
modified
(either
divided
or
multiplied) by partial safety factors.
The Level-1
split safety factors are .s”ally based at Ie&st in part
on Level-11 analysis.
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Among the first tasks in reliability based
code development is the selection of the Level-1
safety check format, an example of which is shown
in the Appendix.
A review of a few different split
safety factor code formats may be found in [18]. In
. Level-11 analysis leading 10 partial safety factors,
there can in principle be as many partial safety
factors m there are design variables.
There also
must be load combination factors to account for the
possible non-simultaneous nature of extreme values.
Code formats, however, need to be simple, yet
accurate.
These are confecting
mq”ireme.ts,
and
are often met in codes only m a limited extent.
Thk is because in such sit.atio”s,
pragmatism
necessarily
governs,
since
eve”
the ultimate
represent.f ion of reality is meaningless if it m“n.t
or will not be used. Ideally, however, the acc”mcy

Figure 6

Safety Indices for Various
Land Based Structures.

Marine

and

An aspect of partial safety factors that
experience has emphasized time nnd again is their
fidelity (or the lack of it) in reproducing in design,
the level of notional safety they were meant for.
This
variability
is a
direct
result
of
the
simplification
usual in desisn code formats, where
the number of partial safety factors needs to be a
practical minimum.
[t is “OW clear that partial
safety factors in such applications me a strong
fu”cticm of the composition of the load, e.g. the
ratio of static to dynamic load components.
FiE.re
7, from [43], shows trends of this ,,load ratio effect,,

6

in a wirticulm ..s.
d the fl.t plate structures m
TLP$, If such trends had not been accounted for
over the relevant load ratio range, tbe variability i.
the safety indices for structures resulting from the
code may in some cases be unacceptable.
In any
case, partial safety factors for limit state structural
codes need m be optimally
obtained,
e.g. by
mi”imizi”g
the sum of the squared difference of
.CC”.I and target safety levels, (B -pT)’, considering
such effects as the load ratio, .s well as the possible
range of str”ct.ral parameters.
One must at this time point out that
experience indicates the partial safety factor format
to be not always the most appropriate one for all
limit states.
In the case of fatigue design, for
example, while partial safety factor formats have
been proposed, the ABS Tension Leg Platform rule
development effort,
[25,24,44],
as well .s other
fmig”e reliability
studies, indicate that deriving
allowable Mi”m linear cumulative damage criteria
for a target safety index is a simpler and viable
approach,
with the added advantage of being
consistent with present design procedures.
On the subject of code formats, it should
.1s. be pointed out that while partial safety factors
and reliability based Miner criteria could evemually
become the most comrno” option, the possibility of
direct design using reliability .“alysis for a target
safety level usins codified
sets of uncertainty
description also exists, This is a“ attractive option,
since stc”ct”ml
variability related to applying a
limited set of safety factors would the” not exist.
The approach was at one time considered by the
Co”oco/ABS
Rule Czse Committee for Tension Leg
Platforms, and is in fact still a possible alternative.
Unless various procedural and other details are
standardized
or
specified,
the direct
design
approach should of course be used with some
m“tion,
and possibly
by appropriately
trained
personnel, so as to obtain designs whose “otio”.1
safety
is not less than that res”lti”g
from
conventional design codes,

~
Them have now been a “umber of slr.ct”ral
code devekmment efforts “si”8 reliability thcor? al
least in part. While one would think that obvious
candidates for this technology w.”ld
be structural
m“ccpts such as Tension Leg Platforms, where little
Drier experience exists, many of the efforts i.
question are actually rewrites of existing ones, wi!h
accumulated experience being tm”sfered through a
code calibration
process “sing
an a~prapriately
selected target safety index (+
In related fields,
some such codes, code proposals or model codes are
lkted X3 references [45-53], and i“d”de
the newly
released Load and Resistance Factor Design for
Buildings, fmm the American Institute for Steel
Construction, the American National Standard A58
for B“ildkug Loads, CoMite E.ro-tntern.tional
d.
Bemn effort
related to concrete structures, the
National Building Cod. of Canada, and the Building
Code of the Canadian Standards Association, which,
i“ 1974 published the first limit state code based on
probabilistic precepts. While m.”y of the above are
not yet working codes, and not all universally
em~loy structural reliability theory in deriving the
partial safety factors, there various attempts do
re~resent a signifim”t
change i. thinking a“d
approach in structural design.
These efforts were
made possible by a realization that, while any
change is a nuisance, it can have its advantages.
There has been a sig”ifi. ant mn.uat of
research and applications
interest in the marine
The effort has covered
structural field as welL
C,verse areas such as uncertainty assessment, the
development of simplified reliability models, system
reliability applications, issues of design, i“specrion
and red”. dancy, and of .o”rse code development,
Some of these efforts were previously noted, and
others may be found in [54-76].
It must at this
time, however,
in all .a”dor
be admitted that
completely reliability based marine str”ct. r.l codes
used on a day-to-day
basis do “ot exist, .Itho”gb
considerable
progress
has bee”
made in that
direction.
Examples
include
the API f.tig”e
reliability work, [32], the recent pilot study at the
University of Glasgow o“ calibmti”g
the U.K.
Bridge Design Code BS-5400 for fixed offshore
platfocms,
[57], the API LRFD RP2A related
project, [37], the LRFD rewrite of the CSA code
for fixed offshore str”ct”res,
[62], the proposed
D“V offshore standards, [67], a“d the various ABS
projects, Cono.o/ABS
Rule Case Committee Model
Code and s.bseq”erd
work related to temio” leg
platforms, e.g. [24,25 ,40,4 1,44], as well m other
studies
previously
referred
to,
all of
wbkh
.“do”btedly
will support the o“goi.g effort towards
formal reliability based design guides.
Concluding

,0..RATIO,,.ATIC,.Y..M,C

Figure 7

Trends of Partial Safety Factors with the
Ratio of Static to Dynamic Loads in TLP
Flat Place Str”ct”res,

Remarks

The general state of
marine str”ct”ral
reli.f+lky
applications
is
a“
Optimistic
,“d
promtsmg one. This is so. even considering that i.
present stmctural design, some failure modes are in
some cases still implicitly
m,thcr than explicitly
treated, and deterministic approaches are the norm,
The necessary a“alyticd
tools for developmtmt and
calibration of stmct.ml design codes on . reliability
basis, wing limit state orece~m. now exist.
Ah.,
Significant
progress
has bee”
made
i“
the
Q..ntifi.acio.
of uncertainties in loads and scrensd,.
Many exam~les “.w exist where design assessc”e”t
Dr. Ced...S

baw

been

calibrated

using

in

part

reliability tcchnolog>,, eve. if the resulting pmducls
art’ not yet formal working codes.
Most of these
applications have tended to use a partial safety
fwtor
format
rather than direct design for a
For reasons of
particular level of reliability.
simplicity, consistency and continuity, this trend is
expected to continue i“ the future,
Thus
far,
however,
marine
str.cturd
reliability applications have tended to he confined
m the performance of .onmo”ents
rather than of
the system, although the number of examples where
wsce”! reliability is crested is o“ the increae,
A
significant amount of future resw+rcb cffcm cm be
expected to be in this area, both in the developrne”t
of appropriate analytical tools, and in the treatment
of issues such as structural redundancy and system
ultimate strength.
The designer-s feed back is no
doubt a“ important element which may add to the
realism of any reliability based code and broaden its
applicability.
This Practice was exemplified in the
development of the API LRFD code. Research will
also be focused on the application of reliability
theory to questions of in-service
inspection and
mai”tena”ce,
rt”d related fitness for purpose and
life extension issues, Eventually, the state-o f.themt in reliability applications will progress to a stage
where factors related to economy a“d inta”giblm
such as the societal and h.ma”
consequences of
failure m“
also be systematically
considered
in
design.
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TENSION LEG PLATFORMS
Scoue of Work
Rec0g”izi”8
the importance of probabilistic
methods in the design of marine stmctures, the
America”
Bmea. of Shipping (ABS) fmd Cmwco,
together with other i“d.$ try participation, initiated
an imensive
effort
m develop
reliability-based
design criteria for tension le8 platforms.
TLPs,
Figure 8, are a type of $tmct.re with which little
This app.adix
describes
prior experience exists.
aspects of the effort,
including some experience
A“
expanded
gained
frOm
that endeavor.
description of the followin~ material may he fo”.d
i“ Mmso”r, Jm, Zigebnan, Chen tmd Harding, [1 8],
The TLP project aimed to utilize state-ofthe-art
technology
and
results
of
extemi.e
stmct. ral model tests m develop design criteria.
For this purpose, a Rule Case Committee (RCC)
was formed i“ 1981, consisting of members draw”
from ABS, Conoco, a“d the associated orgmizati.ms
[40,4 l], with Professor Faulkner of the University
of Glm8mv at the helm,
Their scope of work
covered several areas, including the selection of
.w’ProPriat.
reli.hility
methods,
develo~ment
of
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E“vimmne.tal

strength formulations for the various failure modes
in the proposed limit state code, formulation of a
statistical model of the environmental disturbances,
and the qwmtifications
of all relevant uncertainties.

MI.LRIG>

Mo del md Load Effects

relevant
Ideally,
the
occurrence
of
envircmmental events such as wind, waves, tide, and
current should be characterized
by their joint
There are theoretical and practical
probability.
reasons as to why this is beyond the present stateof-the-art.
The most pressing problem is one of
lack of sufficient
data especially in the regions
correspomiing
to extreme values of the variables
[78]. Considering this, a simplified model [79] for
the
combined
environmental
disturbance
was
In tbe model, the
proposed in the TLP work.
significant wave height and the characteristic wave
period are regarded as the prominent environmental
parameters, and their joint distribution
is first
developed. Tbe distribution of other parameters are
taken dependent or conditional on 8iven values of
the significant wave height.

I

Another consideration of interest is related
of
the
nomim.ltaneom
occurrence
to
the
environmental events. For instance, in wind-driven
waves, mess.”remems wgg.sts that there can exist a
time lag between extreme wind and extreme waves.
Nor
wrmld
the wind
or
cwrent
directions
necessarily coincide
with the predominant wave
directicm.
1“ these cases, it is possible that usual
treatments of the load combination problem, e.g.
T“rkstra,s Rule, can be non-conservative.
Other
approaches to the problem have also bee” proposed,
e.g. [80]. In the TLP work, the issue was by-passed
i“ light of the fact that the load effects on the
structure, due to the action of environmental events
other than waves, are generally small.
Figure 8

The Tension
Recent
a
Development

Leg Platform, the Focus of
Reliability
Based
Code
Effort,

In the context of reliability analysis, one
aspect of the simplified environmental model used
is worth noting, namely, that wave effects were
treated as dynamic white effects of wind, current,
tidal level, mean wave drift, etc., were considered
quasi-static.
The load effect e.treme values within
each of these groups and those corresponding to the
static loads were considered fully correlated within
any given group. All load effects in a group were
assumed to have the same coefficient of variation.
The number of partial safety factors was thus
reduced
to a manageable
set, with resulting
simplifications in the safety check equations.

The primary emphasis at this stage of the
effort was on the major cylindrical components of
the structure, including the comer columns and the
Flat
plate
assemblies
were
later
pontoon.
considered,
The RCC work focused on ultimate
limit states.
Work related to serviceability
limit
states, to reliability in the fatigue limit state, and to
system reliability
were also to be subsequently
undertaken by ABS.

TM Treatmen~
1“ the RCC work, the code format was
developed
along the Level-1
approach
utilizing
Partial safety factors, which were obtsined through
Level-11 analyses for a given target safety index, f?.
A review of the many possible analytical methods
for trerdi”g str”ct”ral
reliability may be found in
The RCC
treatment
of
non-normal
[38,18].
variables followed
that of Rackwitz and Fiessler
[77].
Reliability ce.lculatiom were made using the
Home and Price [39] algorithm, wbicb offers an
iteration scheme that is more attractive than that of
[77].

f

FO, p.rpo$es of code design, the ultimate
strength of stiffened cylinders are determined from
simplified strength formulations,
see [8 l],
These
formulations
were selected in part because tbe y
compared favorably with experimental data in terms
of both bias and scatter.
A sample comparison of
the theoretical strength prediction
to test data for
the particular
case of
orthogonally
stiffened
cylinders
under axial compression
is shown i.
Figure 9,
Such data are useful in defining the
biaw and omfficiems
of variation of tbe random
“modelli”g error” parameters used in the reliability
analysis for the partial safety factors.

The
Rule
C&se Committee
tentatively
This
selected a target safety index B of 3.72.
compares favorably with tbe B range of 4.2 to 4.6
calc”lzded
for
a stiffened
cyli”dric.d
colwnn
structure of an existing mobile offshore drilling “nit
in the as-built cxmditim,
The committee fwther
mcomme”ded
that, when a direct calmlaticm “sing
the Level-11 algorithm is employed, the possibility
of reducing tbe target safety index to 3.0 cm be
examined.

The str”ct”ral
model
tests during
and
wbseq”ent
to the RCC program, e.g. [82], were
limited to cylindrical str.ct”res,
With regard to
III.”.
stmctures,
existing design fornmlae were
considered
acceptable,
except
when the panel
carries both in-plane and transverse loads. In this
case, experimental
and/or analytical work seems
desirable.
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Here, characteristic (mean) values are used for the
followi”s extreme load effect%
N = compressive

axial force

M = bending moment
V = transverse shearing force
T = torsional couple
p = external radial pressure
The

subscripts

s, q and

d denote

static,

quasi-static, and dynamic components of each load
effect.
~~, ~q, and Td are the corresponding partial
szfety factors.
B is a systematic modelling or bhs
factor for the dynamic component.

Figure 9

Also
Nu,
Vu,
and IIu represent
the
chamcteri$ tic(mea”) values for the axial, zhear, and
?msye
states, and -fm is the strength reduction
Partw.1 Safety factor to account for variability in
material ~mperties rmd plate thicknesses.
-j , ~v,
and 7P me Mr,mg,th modelli”g partial safety Pactors
for the axial, shear, and pressure loads. The power
II, corrmpondi”g
to interaction effects, is tentatively
taken a! n = 2.
For a further discmsicm of
comideratiom related to safety check criteria under
interacting loads, see for example, [8 1].

Comparison of Theoretical Strength of
Orthogonally Stiffened
Cylinders under
Axial Compression with Test Data.

Estimation of U“cectai”tics
Uncertainty estimation was one of the most
dtfficult, but important tasks of the TLP work.
With regard to the load effect uncertainties, the
i“hererd variabilities were of less conmm since they
could be derived from the basic pmbahility demity
functions.
The estimation
of the subjective
uncertainties, however, needed heavy reliame on
judgment, These subjective uncertainties arise from
the imprecise knowledge related to envircmme”tal
data, load pmdictio”, motion and load a“alyw$, a“d
structural idertl,zation.

Illustrative values for the varicms partial
safety factors i“ the shove safety check expression
are shown i“ Table 3. As previously noted in the
text, these partial safety factors can be quite
smsitive
to the relative mag”it.de
of the load
effects, here, the ratio of the static to tbe dymmic
components of the load. Tbe load factors of Table
3 are thus for values of lm.d ratios typical to the
problem at hand.
It is observed that the load
partial
safety
factors
shown
are significantly
types of loading,
different
for
the diffemmt
reflecting
the relative intensities
of the three
loading
groups
as
well
as
the
vaciab,lity
(Co. ff,.!.nts
of variation) of each group.
It is in
providing for such differences
that a reliability
based code format
differs
fmm
a traditiomd
working stress design format.

With regard to tbe uncertainties i“ strength,
other than the mode[ling errors discussed earlier,
those due to material variability, mostly in yield
strength and plating thick”esws,
are im~orta”t.
Tentative values for the coefficients of variation of
various uncertainties,
suitable
for use in the
reliability awdysis of TLP str.ct.ml
.mmponmts,
may be found
in [83].
That reference
also
illustmtes how the reliability
approach can be
appli.d in the direct design evaluation of off,ho,e
stmcmres.
On the Safetv-check

Table 3

and PartialSafety Factors

1“ design, adequate structural performance
in the various limit states is to be verified for each
main structural conumncm.
For the cylindrical
structures considered,
this is demonstrated
by
meeting the req.irerne”t that design Iosd effects do
not exceed design resistance,
according
to the
following safety-check expression.
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